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Miss Sheryl Ramos

RE: MS: 7285606121750295

Dear Sheryl Ramos:

Thank you for your encouraging response to our work. We are also grateful to the Editor for providing comments that help us improve our paper. We have revised our manuscript accordingly, with the new alterations highlighted with red marks. Responses to each point of the editor’s comments were listed as below.

Thank you again for your kind consideration and look forward to hearing from you soon.

Sincerely yours,

Hung-Yi Chiou, PhD
School of Public Health, Taipei Medical University,
Mailing address: No. 250, Wu-Hsing Street, Taipei, Taiwan
TEL: +886-2-233779189; Fax: +886-2-27397137
E-mail: hychiou@tmu.edu.tw
yangch55@gmail.com
To Associate Editor:

Thank you for your positive response to our work and the constructive comments that help us improve our paper. We have revised our manuscript accordingly. Our revisions and responses are listed below:

Q1. After reading through your manuscript, we feel that the quality of written English needs to be improved before the manuscript can be considered further. We advise you to seek the assistance of a fluent English speaking colleague, or to have a professional editing service correct your language. Please ensure that particular attention is paid to the abstract.

A1. Thanks for the recommendation.

We had send the manuscript to English editing and revised accordingly in the revised manuscript line 1, 33-34, 37-39,41, 48-50,54-55, 59-60, 69-70, 74-75, 80-81, 84-93, 96-97, 100-102, 105, 110, 113-116, 119-120, 122, 126-129, 132-133, 136-139, 142-143, 145-146, 148-149, 151-152, 155, 159-161, 164, 174-175, 181-190, 192-202, 204-221, 223-240, 243-249, 252-313, 317, 320, 323, 330-331 and 333.